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peace in that areao The people of Israel have the right .to
know that their national existence is not at stakeo That seems
to me to be fundamentalo Efforts to bring peace andall :its
benefits to the Middle .East will be of no"-avail unless I'srael
and the people of Israel are released from the over-hanging
fear which naturally envelopes the country as a result of the
threats of destruction and of-the political and economic warfare
directed against it by its neighbourso Deep fear leads to .
desperate acts which, though they cannot be condoned9 may at
least be,understôodo Surely it is essential9 therefore, that
this basic cause of fear must be removed if there is to be a
solution of the Arab-Israeli dispute o

"Just as we should like to see Israel freed from the
fears and economic pressures which are being imposed on her,
we must also hope that the Arab populations will be enabled to
move forward toward their goals of economic betterment and
social-progresso There have, indeed, been concrete pro8fs that
this is the hope of the weste . o

"The Arab states on their part are, however9 entitled
to certain assuranceso There must be a fair and honourable
solution to the problem of Arab refugeeso That is a subject
which my Hono friend touched on the other dayo The unhappy
plight of these refugees is of serious concern not only to the
Arab countries and to Israel because it poitons their relations
but also9 for humanitarian and political reasons2 to the whole
free worldo These unfortunate people have largely been main-
tained by the United Nations, and Canada has contributed its
share toward their supporto But that cannot go on much longer .
Shelter and a dole are pitiful substitutes for a permanent home .
and opportunities for gainful worko As I see it9 some compensa-
tion should'be paid these refugees by Israel for loss of land
and homeo But it is clear that so large a number cannot return
to their former land, which is not in the State of Israel whose
total population is less than two million ; nor in all probabi-
lity would many desire to live in what would now be to them an
alien country. A limited amount of repatriation might be
possible such as that which would be involved9 for example, in
the re-uniting of familieso For the rest9 resettlement of an
international operation, to which Israel among others woul d
make a contribution, seems to be the only answero "

It seems apparent, then, that to help maintain peace
in the near East, we may well be called upon to assume grave
responsibilitieso I would remind you of my earlier observa-
tions on the fact that we Canadians are deeply involved in
these matters and that we cannot be indifferent to themo Our
membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and in
the United Nations forms the cornerstone of our foreign policy,
and this membership has brought to us not only a community of
safety and of interests with our'allies, but also duties which
we cannot reject .
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